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INFORMAL CO-ORDINATION MEETING ON THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A WEST-AFRICAN DATA BANK

1.

Opening of the meeting

The Informal Co-ordination Meeting on the Development of a West-African
Data Bank opened on 25 February 1981 at 10.15 a.m. at WMO Headquarters in Geneva.
The list of participants is given in Appendix 1.
Dr. J. Rasmussen, Director of the Technical Co-operation Department,
welcomed the participants on behalf of the Secretary-General of WMO. He expressed
the deep interest of the Organization in the concept of the West-African Data Bank
and its development as part of the activities under the World Climate Programme.
Dr. Rasmussen recalled that the initiative for this meeting had come from the
AGRHYMET Programme. The work done under that programme with regard to the saving
of historical meteorological data contained in original manuscripts and their
transcription to magnetic tape had come to a point where co-ordination with other
organizations was necessary in order that the data set would be compatible with
the sets preserved by these organizations. He concluded by wishing the meeting
success in its deliberations.
1.1

Election of the Chairman
Mr. G. Verploegh (WCP Office) was unanimously elected Chairman.

1.2

Adoption of the Agenda
The agenda as adopted by the meeting is attached as Appendix 2.

1.3

Objectives of the meeting

Within the framework of the WMO AGRHYMET Programme, it was decided to
establish a bank of climatological data from the eight countries belonging to the
Permanent Inter-State Committee for Drought Control in the Sahel (Committee Permanent Inter-Etat pour la Lutte contre la Secheresse dons le Sahel; CILSS). Data
banks comprising meteorological (surface and upper-air) and hydrological observations from the region have already existed for some time. They have been organized
by ASECNA, ORSTOM and the Direction de la Meteorologie Nationale in France. The
bank being developed under the AGRHYMET Programme consists of additional data of
previous periods, but as this project develops;current data will be included as a
regular ongoing programme. There is thus a need for close co-operation between the
various organizations in respect of data collection from national centres and
archiving data by regional centres which have been instituted by countries to serve
special well-defined purposes. The Member countries of both ASECNA and ORSTOM
cover a wider area than the countries belonging to CILSS.

- 2 The co-operation between regional organizations is aimed to lead towards
a common climatological data bank, to be called the West African Data Bank (WADB).
The Bank would ultimately include all data from the region which are required for
use in climate studies and applications. This wide objective calls for co-ordination under an international programme which has especially been designed for such
a purpose, namely the World Climate Programme (WCP). As the West African Data Bank
develops, it is hoped that more countries would be interested in participating, including those countries which do not belong to a regional organization charged with
the collection and storage of meteorological data. Extended participation will also
require co-ordination by the World Climate Programme.
The objectives of the present meeting were to initiate co-ordination of
effort in the region covered by the AGRHYMET Programme (Sahel), by making an assessment of the various measures to be taken to arrive at the common climatological data
bank. The activities should be reviewed within the context of requirements of the
WCP and, in particular, its component the World Climate Data Programme (WCDP).
1.4

Overview of the World Climate Data Programme
The World Climate Programme consists of four components, i.e.:
World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) deals with the study of
climate changes and variations, the prediction of their future
occurrence and the determination of the extent of man's influence
on climate
World Climate Applications Programme (WCAP) deals with the application
of climate information to human activities and .environmental problems
World Climate Impacts Programme (WCIP) deals with the interaction of
climate and human society
World Climate Data Programme (WCDP) addresses the data requirements
from the other programme components with a view to making available
reliable data for ready usage.

A major task of the WCDP is the co-ordinating of efforts to improve the
availability and accessibility of climatic data and data products (to national and
regional scientists and organizations) in order to facilitate the utilization and
application of climatic data towards addressing national and regional needs. Data
types that are necessary to meet the needs of climate research, application and
impact studies include land-based climatological, synoptic, agrometeorological, and
hydrological data collected by all nations. Needs also extend to radiation, oceanographic, satellite, atmospheric composition and other data by virtue of the fact
that the atmospheric circulation and climate change on local scales are intimately
coupled to consid~rably larger scales in both space and time. Thus the WCDP envisages
a need to co-ordinate a distributed climatic data system with interactive links between national, regional and international data management activities. The establishment of climatic data banks, which are continually updated, around the world would
also ensure that data collected by specialized observing systems globally (satellites
for example) are available for national and regional application, and conversely,
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nationally collected climatic data are available for international efforts in climate
which address national, regional and global problems.
In the context of the above, the establishment of the WADB is an important
step in the co-operative effort within the WCP which is required to accomplish the
objectives of countries and international organizations in terms of understanding
climate and climate change with all its scientific and socio-economic implications.

2.

REVIEW OF DATA SOURCES IN THE REGION

Meteorological and other climate-related (e.g. hydrological) observations
are organized by National Meteorological Services and by hydrological and agricultural agencies in the countries concerned. These Services and Agencies are thus
the primary data sources.
Data centres which have been or are continuously collecting copies of
data from a number of countries are operated by
- ASECNA (synoptic and climatological data)
- ORSTOM (hydrological data, including precipitation)
- AGRHYMET (historical data bank, established under the WMO
programme of Belgium)
- French Meteorological Service (historical data)
- FAO (data summaries)
Brief reports from representatives of the organizations are attached as
Appendix 3. The Appendix also includes a report given by Mr. M.E. Hassan (HWR
Department, WMO) on relevant activities in hydrology. The organizations agreed to
provide complete inventories of their relevant data archive to the WMO Secretariat.
3.

ARCHIVING OF HISTORICAL DATA

3.1

The AGRHYMET historical data archive

The meeting was informed by Mr. Dreze (AGRHYMET Programme) of his efforts
in recovering historical data from the CILSS countries. At present these data
archives have been microfilmed, and Mr. Dreze is in the process of transcribing data
extracted from the microfilm records on to tape. In response to Mr. Dreze's request
for advice on the parameters which should be included on tape for future inclusion
in the West African Data Bank, the meeting recommended the following list:

A.

!~!~:~~!~~~-:~~:=:~~~~-!~=-~!~!~~~-~~~-=9~~e~=~!-~~=~
(standard procedures as indicated in WMO Technical Regulations, section
(A.l.l) 7.2)
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Parameters
Precipitation
Evaporation
Air temperature, screen (max.-min.)
Wet bulb temperature
Water vapour pressure
Relative humidity
Total cloud amount
Sunshine duration
Radiation (global)
Air temperature at ground level
Soil temperature
Air pressure (at barometer height)
Direction and speed of wind
Maximum wind gust
Various weather phenomena

3.2

24 hr total
3 hourly
11
11

max. - min.
3 hourly
24 hr total
24 hr total
max. - min..
at various depths
6 hourly
3 hourly
direction, speed

Data formats

The meeting distinguished between various formats that are needed at
different stages in the assimilation and processing of data:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

hard copy/log sheet observations coding formats
formats needed for transcription on to punch card or magnetic tape
internal archiving and processing formats
international exchange formats for archived data

Formats (a) are prepared by the National Meteorological Services and other
national Agencies concerned according to standards adopted for meteorological, hydrological and agrometeorological observations.
Samples of formats (b) used by the various organizations represented were
made available to the meeting. The lay-out of these formats generally follows the
sequence of parameters observed. It was agreed that tape formats used at the various
centres for transcription of original observations need not be identical as long as
the tape header file contains appropriate information on the lay-out of the subsquent
data files. Furthermore, a common system for the identification of doubtful data
should be developed. With regard to historical meteorological data, Mr. Dreze and
Mr. Lambergeon agreed to elaborate a tape format on these lines. They will maintain
close contact with Mr. De Lorme (ASECNA), Mr. Sircoulon (ORSTOM) and the WCP Office
on this matter, particularly with regard to the development of the tape header file
and methods for flagging doubtful data.
The meeting agreed that formats (c) and (d) should be considered at a later
date. The WCP Office was requested to arrange for a review of existing formats of
this type, such as were developed for the Global Weather Experiment and Regional
Experiments which include the West African Monsoon Experiment .(WAMEX), in order to
assess their usefulness for WADB.
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Quality control procedures

For historical data, the meeting felt that the first scrutiny of data which
is done normally, should be followed by computerized checks. There was some discussion on the question whether derived parameters, i.e. those computed by the observer
from original observations (for example relative humidity if dry and wet bulb temperature were measured) should be transcribed from the log sheets, or whether such values
should be recomputed automatically. Computer programmes exist for these calculations;
their use avoids possible human errors of calculation. The meeting agreed that computerized calculations should be introduced at some stage of the development of the
WADB; however, for practical reasons the transcription of historical data collected
under the AGRHYMET Programme will include also derived parameters as given by the
observer. Computer checks could always be made later.
The meeting requested the WCP Office to arrange for a review of quality
control procedures used for climatological observations from land stations.
4.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WEST AFRICAN DATA BANK (WADB)

4.1

Objectives of WADB
The meeting defined the objectives for the WADB as follows:
- to constitute for participating countries a central archive of validated
meteorological, hydrological and agrometeorological data of sufficiently
long periods in a form in which they can be made readily available for
(a)
(b)
(c)

use in development projects and programmes
preparation of climatological summaries and other statistics for
publication
study of ~limate and its variations

- to constitute, within the framework of the World Climate Programme, a
regional climatological data bank containing data compatible with
similar data sets in other parts of the world to enable their use in
regional and global studies of climate.
4.2

Composition of WADB
The Data Bank should contain:
A.

Inventory of observing stations, including descriptions of station
characteristics, history and instruments used.

B.

Copies of data observed at these stations, both historical and current.
Copies to be obtained from national archives as regards historical
data and from national Agencies operating observing stations as regards
current data.
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Data sets compiled for special research or applications purposes.

D.

Data summaries (e.g. 10 day, monthly) as well as station normals
with an indication of the period on which the normals are based.

The Data Bank should continuously be updated.
tion of data should be included.

Information about valida-

The following data elements should be included as a "core"

group of data:

Precipitation (amounts, intensity and duration)
Air temperature (actual values, maximum, minimum)
Wet bulb temperature
Pressure at the barometer level (values)
Evaporation with wind information near the pan
Wind speed
Wind direction
Gustiness
Cloud cover, height, type
Min. relative humidity
Max. relative humidity
Total daily sunshine
Global radiation
Other radiation parameters
Soil temperature at various depths
Ground surface and near ground (above) surface temperatures at
various heights
Weather phenomena
Upper air data (geopotential, height, temperature, pressure, wind,
humidity at various levels)
Visibility (optional)
4.3

Organization of the WADB

The meeting developed the following concept. The WADB should be developed
logically from existing arrangements in the region for central collection and storage of data. These arrangements should not be disrupted but kept intact and possibly only slightly amended when felt necessary. As regards the Sahel~ it is
envisaged that data will flow from the national centres to three regional centres
which have a mandate for collection and storage of certain types of data, i.e.
centres operated by AGRHYMET, ASECNA and ORSTOM. Any overlap of data flow should
be corrected so that countries know what to send to whom and where.
In this first phase of data collections and storage, the content of WADB
would be distributed over these three centres, as far as current data are concerned.
An arrangement should be made between these centres to ensure compilation of the
distributed sub-sets into one single bank of data, copies of which may be held at
more than one centre. However, the WADB should have one address and the centre at
the location of the address should also preserve the other data and information to
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To have one main centre for WADB is also important for countries outside
CILSS who wish to participate and who may not belong to an existing regional data
collection and storage system.
Thus, ultimately, the WADB would incorporate a current, regional data
collection and storage system for climatological purposes, in which national centres
(meteorological, hydrological and agrometeorological) would send copies of data
either directly to the WADB Centre or through one of the existing regional systems
(e.g. ASECNA, ORSTOM). There should be a free exchange of information from the WADB
Centre to all those (national and international) centres which have contributed to
the Data Bank.
The meeting felt that the WADB Centre should perform a number of functions
in the fields of training, development of manuals and guides regarding data handling
procedures and data management practices, and development and review of quality control and data formatting procedures. It should actively pursue the establishment of
archives of historical data from the region. All these functions would need support
from the WCP.
4.4

First steps to be taken

The meeting felt that more detailed information on data collection, processing and archiving activities in the region was needed before further steps could
be taken towards the establishment of the WADB.
The following detailed information is required from:
(a) Organizations:
- detailed inventories of existing data holdings
- types of data currently collected and processed
- data processing procedures (including transcription from log
sheets to other media)
- quality control procedures; and
(b) Countries:
- information about historical data sources in the country and their
state of preservation
- station history records (including instrumentation)
- nationally available facilities for data handling for climatological
use.
The meeting was informed that this information will be collected by the
WCP Office also in the context of the WCP Regional Technical Conference on Climate
for Africa which will be held early in 1982. However, the information pertaining
to the West African region was needed earlier in order that the planning of the WADB
could continue without too much delay. A further planning meeting on the WDAB would
have to be convened in 1981, preferably in the month of October.
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Finally, the meeting stressed the great importance of the search for
historical data in the region and their transcription to other media in order to
save them from deterioration or loss. WMO should provide all assistance possible
to West African countries in this effort.

5.

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING

The meeting closed on 27 February 1981 with delegates expressin.g their
expectation that with the development of the West African Data Bank a new era has
opened in regional co-operation on climatological services to applications and
research communities.
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DATA BANK FOR THE AGRHYMET PROGRAMME
When the AGRHYMET Programme was formulated, the Government of Belgium
decided to give its support to the Programme. The outline of this support was
developed in 1976 and an important component of it, is the creation of a climatological and hydrological data bank for the CILSS countries. These data were
scattered among various institutions in Europe and Africa, poorly catalogued and
sometimes stored under unsatisfactory conditions, and under the project they would
be collected together and archived in a single set for the use of Sahelian countries
and the international meteorological community.
Thus copies of all usable data would be assembled at the Centre in Niamey,
and a data bank would be created on a carrier which permits direct processing on the
Centre's computer. This ensemble of data will be of great value, not only for improving scientific knowledge of the meteorology and hydrology of the Sahel-a cornerstone of socio-economic development-but also for studying trends in the Sahelian
climate as part of WMO's new World Climate Programme.
The project started in 1977 with a pilot mission to Senegal, when the
collection of data was organized. The complexity of the problems to be solved soon
became apparent. After the data had been gathered, arranged and catalogued, the
entire archives were microfilmed. Early in 1980, data collection was complete for
Niger and Senegal, almost complete for the Gambia, well advanced for Mail and Upper
Volta and will soon be undertaken for Mauritiania and Cape Verde. So far some
2000 000 documents have been assembled, representing 130 microfilms.
Meanwhile, visits were made to institutions in Europe which might possess
relevant data, such as.the French Meteorological Service and the Overseas Scientific
and Technical Research Office (ORSTOM) in Paris, and other institutes. Advice was
also sought on the methodology to be used. All usable data will be placed on magnetic
tape for subsequent processing by the AGRHYMET Centre's computer (two PDP 11/60 units
each of 128 k words memory-a word consisting of eight characters). A team of four
works full time under the supervision of the chief of the project. The equipment
includes a magnetic tape unit (9-track, 25 ips, 1600 bpi).
Cataloguing of the data recorded on microfilm is complete, and observations
from Niger are now being entered on disks parameter by parameter after elementary
checks. An identifier is placed before each group of 21 recordings so that many
pieces of information in different formats can be processed in any order.
All these pieces of information are then transferred to magnetic tape in
the order in which they were collected, thus constituting the basic file prior to
classification. They will then be arranged in order and subjected to quality control
as part of the pre-processing procedure. The choice of formats in the definitive
data file is most important to ensure sound management of the data bank and good
integration into ongoing programmes.
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The data bank will include, among other things, the following:
- A general inventory, by country and by station, of documents collected
and parameters observed;
A descriptive station record which will be particularly useful in
checking the homogeneity of series of observations;
- A basic file;
- A special file (''processed data") where published data will be inserted;
-A definitive file.
Finally, it will be essential also to arrange for the exploitation of the
microfilms; their transfer to microfiche for use at the Centre and in national
Meteorological Services.
It is possible to conceive the creation of this data bank as a pilot
project for the WCP in respect of a portion of the subtropical zone. If new sources
of funding were to become available, the project might be extended to other countries
of western Africa. In point of fact, from the meteorological and hydrological aspect
this African subregion represents an entity in itself, where may be observed and
interpreted the complex monsoon processes, the variability of which has such farreaching consequences for the Sahelian countries.
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TRAI'T'~ENT

1.

DFS DONNFF.S CLIMATOLOGJQUES EFFECTUE PAR L'ASECNA

L'ASECNA

assure
le
traitement
climatologique
des
donnees
d 'observation des etats suivants qui le lui ont confie :
Benin,
Centrafrique,
Con~o,
Cote
d'Ivoire,
Gabon,
Haute-Volta,
Mali,
Mauritanie, Niger, Senegal, Tchad (Togo jusqu'en 1976).
metl~orologiques

2.

Ces donnees sont relatives :
aux observations ~ heure fixe. horaires ou tri-horaires,
stations meteorologiques synoptiques (fichier S);

des

aux observations bi..:quotidiennes des stations meteorologiques et
des postes climatologiques permanents (fichier Q);
aux
pn!c ipitations
quotidiennes
re levees
dans
les
stations
les
postes
meteorologiques,
les
postes
climatologiques
et
pluviometriques permanents (fichier P);
aux observations
(fichier RITW);

en

altitude

des

stations

de

radiosondagejvent

aux observations de vent en altitude des stations de radiovent ou
PILOT (fichier V).
r.es parametres pris en compte figurent dans
(coupons de saisie optique et contenu des fichiers).

les documents

presenb~s

3.
Ces donnees sont
(ou seront)
disponibles sur bande magnetique,
9 pistes, 1600 bpi, pour les annees 1966 et suivantes.
Un double des fichiers
est
la disposition des etats concernes.
Une copie des fichiers dispo~ibles
a ete fournie
la Meteorologie fran~aise ~ titre d'echange.

a

a

4.
Les
periodiques

donnees

traitees

permettent

la

diffusion

de

deux

publications

le Resume mensuel des observations (fichiers S, Q et P);
le Resume annuel des observations en altitude.
5.

Anterieurement
un resume
publie;

~

1976 (annees 1960

mensuel

des

a

1966)

observations

elabore

manuellement

a

ete

a

un certain volume de donnees de base a ete traite,
la demande de
l'ASECNA, par la Meteorologie franc;aise, suivant ses propres
formats.
Des listings des donnees saisies sont disponibles dans
les etats.
6.
L'ASECNA considere que le fichier pluviometrique quotidien realise par
l'ORSTOM de l'origine des observations
1965 inclus, constitue le fichier de
reference pour cette periode et les etats concernes.

a
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FAO AGROCLIMATIC DATA BANK
The first requirement of FAO in terms of climatological data has been an
homogenous agroclimatic data bank where all climatic parameters of interest to
agriculture, together with some "derived" parameters, would appear in a systematically organized presentation. The data collection was started in 1970 and now
covers the main stations for the largest part of the developing countries in the
tropics and subtropics. It contains information on climatic parameters such as
temperature, precipitation, vapour pressure, sunshine duration and wind speed, and
also includes "derived" agroclimatic information such as potential evapotranspiration
and total radiation. The bank needs to be improved by the inclusion of more stations
and extension to more countries, in particular the developed countries, this being
especially important for all questions regarding the problems of seed exchange and
crop introduction. The information is being transferred to computers in order to
allow an easier retrieval and classification.
This data bank has made a major contribution to the project on agroecological zones. Taking as a starting point the climatic data mentioned above,
programmes have been established to assess the length of the growing period for
each climatological station, based on the period when water is available for crop
growth. The programme also characterizes the temperature regime during this period.
Overlay of the resulting climatic inventory on the FAO/Unesco Soil Map of the World
defines agroecological zones matched on the climatic and soil requirements of crops
and provides the basis for subsequent assessment of land potential for the production
of different main crops under various levels of input assumptions. This work has
already been published for Africa and the Near East and is ready ·for printing for
South East Asia and Latin America.
The information provided by the agroecological zones project is currently
being used as a base for the determination of the food producing capacities of these
lands. These data are being compared with data on present and projected populations
to identify areas where land resources are insufficient to meet the food needs of
populations currently living on them. This project is generally known as the
"Land Resources Potential Project". The methodology formulated is being refined
for application at the individual country level, including the use of long term 10
day period data to provide estimates of annual variability.
A list of parameters contained in the FAO Agroclimatic Data Bank follows:
Precipitation
Mean temperature
Max. temperature
Min. temperature
Day temperature
Night temperature
Vapour pressure
Relative humidity
Max humidity
Min. humidity
24-hour wind velocity
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Daytime wind velocity
Sunshine hours
Cloudiness
Maximum possible sunshine (percentage or ratio)
Global radiation
Evapotranspiration (derived)
Total radiation (derived)
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Direction de la Meteorologie

fran~aise

Fiche technique
concernant la participation franxaise
!'elaboration
d'une banque de donnees climatiques sur l'Afrique occidentale

a

1.

Quelques rappels

Pour
des
raisons
historiques, ·la
France
possede des
donnees
meteorologiques sur ~'Arrrque.
On pourra en consulter la liste, par type et
par pays, en annexe.

a

Les facilites d'acces
ces donnees varient beaucoup selon le support
(papier, cartes perforees, bandes magnetiques); elles sont generalement d'une
utilisation difficile
1'exception des donnees sur bande.

a

En 1978 sont venus s'ajouter aux fichiers
l'ASECNA sur banque magnetique.

franc;ais ceux tHabores par

Dans le cadre du Programme national d'etude de la dynamique du climat,
la DGRST a lance·, avec le concours du service climatologique, une operation
destinee
ameliorer l'acces aux donnees.africaines anciennes, pour un cout de
2 x 730.000 FF : il s'agit de lire les informations "cartes perforees" pour
les transferer sur bande magnetique.
Un volume d'information d'environ
220 millions de caracteres est concerne.

a

Enfin, le service climatologique est egalement en possession du
fichier pluviometr ique elabore par 1' ORST01•1 sur bande .magnetique I en vertu
d'une convention liant les deux organismes.
2.

Le point en janvier 1981 sur l'operation DGRST

a)

Toutes les cartes perforees faisant l'objet de l'operation, soit
environ 3.106 cartes ont ete transferees sur supper t magnet ique au
pr ix d 'importants efforts, constituant ainsi un fichier magnetique
prima ire;

b)

L'analyse de ce fichier primaire est en cours;
il s'agit de trier les
informations par type de cartes (27 types differents, ayant evolue au
cours du temps) et par pays.

c)

Les points importants suivants restent

a

resoudre :

~

definition du format final du fichier resultat
controle des donnees et attribution d'un code de qualite
eventuellement, corrections.
A ce sujet, et compte tenu des
moyens disponibles, il n'est pas possible de prendre d'engagement
concernant la realisation d'un controle de qualite sur les donnees
concernees par cette operation.
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Abreviations
CRQ

=

Compte rendu quotidien (document papier)

TCM

=

Tableau climatologique mensuel (document papier)

MCF

=

Microfiche ou microfilm

s

Observations synoptiques tri-horaires

Q

=
=

A

=

Vents en altitude

HR

=

Observations horaires

TU

=

Donnees de radiosondage

Observations guotidiennes
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fran~aise

Inventaire general des donnees d'observation au sol et en altitude en Afrique
disponible a la Division Climatologie, classees par type de support, par pays,
par station et comprenant les periodes de disponibilite
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Direction de la Meteorologie franxaise

Radiosondages d'Afrique
sur support traitable
disponib1es a la Division Climatologie

Station

Indicatif

Periode

Nombre de R.S.

48 - 64
48 - 64
aoOt 52 - 65

10371
4982
2919

•.,.;-

A1ger
Co1ombechar
Bangui

061 "'
038
356

Tunis
Rabat
Casablanca

080
003
004

48 - janv 53
48 - mars 49.
51 - janv 53

1530
422
906

Fort Trinquet
Tamnarasset
Aou1ef

018
052
058

mars 51 - sept. 64
56 - 64
fev 50 - aoOt .62

4439
2869
3693

Fort-Lamy
Niamey
Doua1a

707
322
345

mars 59 - dec 65
av 53 - 65
av 53 - 65

1067
3453
3628

Abidjan
Dakar
Port-Genti1
Tananarive

331
304
582
382

nov. 56 - 65
51 - 65
58
juin 57
jui1 52 - 65

2504
6954
207
4140
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Fichiers disponibles au Service hydrologique de 1 1 0PSTOM·

Service hydrologique de 1 1 0RSTOM, dent l 1 un des buts est de
pro ceder
1 1 inventa ire des ressou rces en eau dans la zone intertropicale,
pOSSede
Ce titre deUX typeS d I informatiOn entrant danS le Cadre de la banque
de donnees projetee : la pluviometrie et l 1 hydrometrie.
Le

a

1.

a

Pluviometrie
On doit distinguer ici deux parametres :
les totaux pluviometriques journaliers
les
releves pluviographiques
relations intensite-duree.

permettant

la

connaissance

des

1.1
L 1 ORSTOM dispose des fichiers pluviometr iques de tous les pays de
l'Afrique de 1 1 0uest francophone.
Ces donnees sent sur cartes perfon:!es et
sur bandes magnetiques.
Il s 1 agit pour l'essentiel de fichiers conformes aux
or1g1naux
(archives)
con tenant
des
commentaires
sur
la
quali te
de
!'information (les seules corrections effectuees portent sur des erreurs
grossieres indiscutables). Cette information a ete assemblee
a)

a

b)

partir de la photocopie ou du microfilmage des archives effectues
sur place dans les differents pays;

c)

a partir

partir des doubles des originaux existant en France et couvrant la
periode or1g1ne des stations (c 'est-a-dire depuis 1921-1922 pour les
reseaux de base) jusqu 1 en 1960;

a

des donnees fournies par l 1 ASECNA.

Ces fichiers pluviometriques ont fait l 1 objet, pour 12 pays et a la
demande
du Comite
inter-africain d'etudes
hydrauliques
(CIEH),
a
une
publication des donnees journalieres et mensuelles couvrant la periode du
debut des observations jusqu'en 1965 inclus (puisque l'ASFCNA a en charge la
publication des donnees journalieres plus
recentes).
Cette publication
correspond
un fichier "en l 1 etat", c'est-a-dire conforme
!'original, avec
deS COmmentaireS de quali te o
C I eSt Ce type de f ichier qui pourrai t etre
fourni
la banque de donnees.

a

a

a

1.2
r.es releves pluvioqraphiaues qui proviennent du depouillement des
pluviograrnmes exigent un temps de preparation important et une certaine
qualification.
Les appareils lecteurs de points permettent un depoui.llement
semi-automatique qui accelere la saisie des diagrammes mais, actuellement,
seules quelques stations de longue dun~e des pays francophones ont ete
integralement
traitees
(la
priorite
etant
donnee
aux
observations
pluviographiques
recueillies
sur
bassins
versants
representatifs
ou
experimentaux).
S' il apparai t de la premiere importance de sauvegarder les diagrammes
existants, il n 1 est materiellement possible de selectionner dans un premier
temps que les pluviogrammes de stations de lonaue duree afin d'obtenir pour
une zone climatique donnee, les relations intensie-duree-frequence.
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2.

Hydrometr ie

L'OPSTfl~ a procede des le debut des annees 1950 a 1' installation du
reseau hydrometrique de base de tous les pays afr icains francophones et en a
assure le controle et la gestion jusqu' a une periode assez nScente.
Ces
dernieres annees, la gestion a ete prise en charge par les Services nationaux,
l'ORSTO~ gardant souvent un role de conseiller.

Les donnees hydrometriques, telles par exemple les hauteurs d'eau,
existent sur cartes perforees et sont en cours de transfert sur bandes
magnetiques.
Les donnees disponibles couvrent la periode allant du debut des
observations jusqu 'en 1976-1979 suivant les pays.
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Report (Summary) from the WMO Commission for Hydrology on the
Procedures used to Generate Guidelines for the Establishment of
Hydrological Data Banks
Case studies of national hydrological data banks
The WMO Commission for Hydrology (CHy) recommended the preparation of
guidance material on the planning, development and organization of national hydrological data banks through a number of case studies of well developed national banks.
Selected WMO Members were invited to submit descriptive case studies according to an
annotated outline. Fourteen case studies contributed by twelve developed countries
and two developing countries were retained for publication in the WMO Operational
Hydrology Report series. These case studies include information on developing
specific data archives for specific elements and on the broader concept of co-ordinated data banks. The case studies are conceived to serve as practical guidance for
all concerned with the establishment, development and management of national hydrological data banks and the efficient use of such data for water-resource development
and management purposes.
At its last meeting in April-May 1980, CHy decided that the next stage of
work should be the preparation of detailed guidance on hydrological data banks, aimed
at satisfying the requirements of planning water resource development. Accordingly
it appointed a Rapporteur on Hydrological Data Banks and invited him to assist in the
implementation of the WMO Hydrological Operational Multipurpose Subprogramme (HOMS),
particularly regarding guidance on the development of components and sequences concerning hydrological data banks, taking into account hydrological and related meteorological data needed for developing and verifying methods of analysis and planning
the use of water resources.
Hydrological data formats
Based on the information collected from 48 WMO Members on hydrological
data formats used for processing, storing and transfering hydrological and related
meteorological data, the WMO Commission for Hydrology (CHy) arranged for the preparation of proposals for standard formats for international exchange of such data
on magnetic tapes. CHy noted that these proposals were very similar to and compatible with those which the WMO Commission for Basic Systems (CBS) were preparing.
CHy is arranging to circulate for comments these proposals and has invited its
Rapporteur on Machine Processing of Hydrological Data to finalize them in co-operation with CBS.
At its last meeting in May 1980, CHy agreed that priority should be given,
using the information available in WMO on meteorological data formats, to standardize the basic aspects of hydrological data files, archives and transfer systems.
CHy is arranging to prepare guidance material on this particular problem of standardization.

